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MARATHON for BOXERS

Wunderlich windshield »Marathon« for the BMW R 1250 R
BMW motorcyclists from a wide range of models who want
effective wind and weather protection rely on the long-proven
»MARATHON« windshields from Wunderlich. They shine
through their ergonomics, the protective effect as well as distinctive long-distance comfort and ensure relaxed driving and
thus - besides - for more passive safety. Especially on long distances and at high speeds. They are basically characterized by
their aerodynamic construction, their mechanical stability and
their integral model-specific design with high recognition value.
The Wunderlich-typical high-quality workmanship and experience can be seen when looking through: Clear view, without
distorting optical errors that irritate. Another hallmark: the
hand-polished edges of the windshields, which make separate
edge protection unnecessary, and the easy installation, which
Wunderlich attaches great importance to in all components.
It goes without saying that Wunderlich, as a separate and independent specialist for high-quality BMW motorcycle accessories, also develops a suitable model-specific windshield for the
roadster of the 1250 ShiftCam Boxer series, the BMW R 1250 R.
A windshield that does not take away the character of the
popular roadster, but rather emphasizes it with its integrated
shape. The »MARATHON« ensures optimal relief from wind
pressure for the head, upper body and shoulders and significantly less turbulence even on longer tours with the Roadster.
This means that it fully exploits its full potential over long distances and in all weather conditions. With the vibration-decoupled 4-point attachment, it is optimally aerodynamically aligned.
It offers maximum protection and perfect ergonomics for every
body size.
Wunderlich offers the »MARATHON« windshields either in
transparent (Item-no.: 30450-235) or in smoked grey (Item-no.:
30450-236). The Grafschafter developers have thought of everything for the installation of the »MARATHON« windshield: If
the machine is not equipped with the original bracket, they also
offer the appropriate bracket (Item-no.: 30450-230).

Windshield »MARATHON« transparent (Item-no.: 30450-235),
supplemented with hand guards (Item-no.: 27520-301)

Windshield »MARATHON« smoked grey (Item-no.: 30450236), supplemented with hand guards (Item-no.: 27520-302)

Further technical data:
•

With German Type Approval (ABE)

•

Material: Robust, optically pure PMMA acrylic plastic

•

Width: 435 mm / Height: 480 mm / Thickness: 5 mm

The price of the two »MARATHON« windshield variants (Itemnos.: 30450-235 and -236) is € 189.90* each. The windshields are
Made in Europe and a German Type Approval (ABE) is included.
You do not have to mention this any more than the generous
5-year warranty that Wunderlich grants to these windshields.
If the solid bracket, which with its shapely design is discreetly integrated into the cockpit design of the BMW R 1250 R, is
required (Item-no.: 30450-230), its price is € 119.90*.
Wunderlich windshield »MARATHON« (blue line) compared to
the original windshield (red line)
*Prices may vary from country to country
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Wunderlich offers windshield solutions for all current and many
older BMW Motorrad model series for a wide range of applications (tour, sport heritage, roadster and of course adventure).
More information can be found online www.wunderlich.de/en.
Item-nos.:
30450-235 - Wunderlich windshield »MARATHON«
transparent (€ 189,90*)

		

30450-236 - Wunderlich windshield »MARATHON« 			
smoked grey (€ 189,90*)
30450-230 - Wunderlich bracket for »MARATHON« windshield (€ 119,90*)
27520-301 - Wunderlich hand guards transparent (€ 139,90*)
27520-302 - Wunderlich hand guards smoked grey
(€ 139,90*)

		

27520-303 - Wunderlich hand guards black (€ 139,90 )
*

5 mm thick PMMA acrylic plastic, hand polished, no extra
edge protection necessary

27520-304 - Wunderlich hand guards white (€ 139,90*)
Web links:
www.wunderlich.de/en
https://www.wunderlich.de/shop/en/sku/30450-23/
https://www.wunderlich.de/shop/en/sku/27520/
*Prices may vary from country to country
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Felix Wunderlich
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(Germany)

Solid bracket, shapely design integrates discreetly into the
cockpit design (Item-no.: 30450-230)

Tel.:
+49 (0) 2641 3082-600
E-Mail: f.wunderlich@wunderlich.de
Web: www.wunderlich.de/en/

Wunderlich R 1250 R
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